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AN APPROACH TO AUTOMATIC DETECTION of SUSPICIOUS 
INDIVIDUALS IN A CROWD 
 
Satabdi Mukherjee 
Computer Science Department 
160 Convent Avenue, NY, NY 10031 
City College of the CUNY 
 
Abstract—This paper describes an approach to identify individuals with suspicious objects 
in a crowd. It is based on a well-known image retrieval problem as applied to mobile visual 
search. In many cases, the process of building a hierarchical tree uses k-means clustering 
followed by geometric verification. However, the number of clusters is not known in advance, 
and sometimes it is randomly generated. This may lead to a congested clustering which can 
cause problems in grouping large real-time data. To overcome this problem we have applied 
the Indian Buffet stochastic process approach in this paper to the clustering problem. We 
present examples illustrating our method 
Keywords—k-means; clustering; geometric; verification; Indian-buffet;   stochastic; 
suspicious;   hierarchical tree 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Suspicious human object detection can be often be very challenging, given the situation and 
complexity of the detection criteria. At present, this job is mostly performed using surveillance 
cameras that are manually operated. When such an important and challenging job is done by 
people, manual errors occur far too frequently. First of all, large quantities of video feeding can 
be overwhelming, additionally; it is difficult and virtually impossible to monitor such a large 
quantity of real time video data constantly, without a person making an error. Moreover, the 
anomalies in the pattern of the suspicious data combined with the activity and/or object worsen 
this challenge. Usually activities of suspicious human beings do not follow a well developed and 
well studied pattern. In many cases their actions are quite sudden and happen within a very short 
frame of time, which can be negligible for the human eye. This paper discusses a system that is 
developed for automated suspicious human object/activity detection and understanding. The 
main part of the detection process is image understanding, based on certain criteria. 
Understanding each feature of an image and extracting any unusual feature can be very 
challenging. There have been many different approaches for image understanding and suspicious 
object detection. This paper describes a system that can be very effective in identifying any 
suspicious human being, object or behavior in a highly crowded scene, based on specified 
criteria. The following section briefly analyzes these techniques and the various models that have 
previously been developed to aid the various detection procedures 
 
 
II. BACKGROUND REVIEW AND RELATED WORK 
Suspicious human object detection can often be very challenging, based on situation and 
complexity of the detection criteria. At present, this job is mostly done using surveillance 
cameras, operated manually. When such an important and challenging job is done manually, 
errors and misjudgments are a common occurrence. First of all, a large number of video feedings 
can become overwhelming and additionally, it is quite difficult and literally impossible to avoid 
human error while monitoring such large real time video data constantly. Moreover, anomalies in 
the pattern of the suspicious data and activity and/or object, worsen the challenge. Activities of 
suspicious human beings usually do not follow a well developed and well studied pattern. Mostly 
this is quite sudden and happens within a very short frame of time, which can be negligible to the 
human eyes. This paper discusses a system that is developed for automated suspicious human 
object/activity detection and understanding. The main part of this detection process is image 
understanding. Comprehending each feature of image and extracting any unusual feature can be very 
challenging. There have been ample different approaches to image understanding and suspicious object 
detection. The following section briefly analyzes the techniques and models that have been reinforced 
previously to aid the detection procedure. 
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    1.1 Summary of existing methods 
Table 1: Summary of existing methods What it detects  
 Human-centered approach : limb model 
[12] 
Uses a limb model to find the motion 
sequence of various limbs, to detect 
suspicious individual  
 Human centered approach: score of 
linear filter based approach [13] 
Uses bounding boxes around people and then 
use linear filter inside the bounding boxes, to 
describe motion of suspicious individual  
 Crowd density estimation approach [14] Pixel of a foreground object is counted to find 
crowd density. Density over time is monitored 
to detect suspicious behavior in a crowd  
 Abandoned object detection approach 
[15] 
First order hidden Markov Model is used to 
detect a suspicious abandoned object  
 Unknown pattern detection based 
approach [16] 
Markovian model is used to find the 
probability of sequential event to find 
suspicious objects and individuals 
 Background subtraction based approach 
[17] 
Background subtraction is done for 
foreground analysis to detect a suspicious 
individual   
 
 
1.2      Explanations of existing methods 
A. Human-centered approach: limb model: Detecting events and actions in real time 
video by the focused approach: one very popular approach of detection is, using human 
detectors. This methodology describes the action of the most salient people in the video 
sequence. Human detection based techniques as described in [Ikisler and Forsyth 2007, 
Ramanan et al. 2007, Shotton et al. 2011] can be used to locate each body part of a 
suspicious human being. In the paper [Ikisler and Forsyth 2007], a hidden Markov model 
has been applied to build a model of the activities of each limb, to define a range of 
actions. In the paper this is referred to the Limb model. Different activities by hands and 
legs are chosen with an intension to build motion capture collection. In this part, the 
database is constructed as a large dynamical system. Then motion sequences of different 
limbs are sorted into activities using labeling. This labeling is adapted to have separate 
action marks for each limb. After that, the limb model is implemented into a larger 
Hidden Markov Model by linking states that have similar emission probabilities or output 
probabilities. Mathematically, if the distance between two different action models A and 
B is minimal, a link is put between link m and n of these different action models. The 
distance is given by the equation 
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Here p(Om) and p(On) are output probabilities for respective action models Am, and Bn  , where 
N is the number of observations and C(𝑂𝑚,𝑂𝑛) is the Euclidean distance between the emission 
centers or the output centers, which are the cluster centers of the vector quantized 3D joint 
points.  
The result of this linkage is a dynamical model for each limb that has a rich variety of 
states. Once the activity models for limbs are obtained, the next step would be processing 
the trajectories of the detected limb models. After the limb models, the paper recounts, 
what the body or limb is doing in a video sequence. Complex queries of composite 
actions across the body are established and the activity of a person in a video sequence is 
detected based on these composite actions.  
Drawbacks: the main drawback of this method is that it is quite effective when applied 
to relatively less crowded place. In less crowded places, analyzing body part trajectory 
and implementing limb model is much easier, but when the system is implemented in a 
more congested scene such as a busy train station or a busy airport, then the Hidden 
Markov model will need many parameters to be able to determine the dynamical system 
for each limb each human being individually. If the structure is not presented with much 
varied parameters, then it might get confused or overloaded with many similar 
trajectories.  To overcome this issue, further robust methods have been introduced by 
[Dalal and Triggs 2005, Felzenswalb et al. 2009].  
 
B. Human centered approach: score of linear filter based approach: this method uses 
bounding boxes around people and describes the motion within those boxes in a 
discriminative way, without necessarily locating each limb of a person. In this case, the 
model involves linear filters, applied to dense feature maps. Linear filters are used to 
describe the motion within the boxes. A feature map is an array whose entries are d-
dimensional feature vectors computed from a dense grid of locations in an image. The 
linear filter is a rectangular template defined by an array of d-dimensional weight vectors. 
In a feature map G, the response or a score of the linear filter F at position (x, y) is the dot 
product of the filter, and a sub window of the feature map with the top left corner at (x, 
y). The equation is  
 
Where F[x‟, y‟] is the linear filter at position (x,y) and G[x+x‟ , y+y‟] is the sub window 
of the feature map with the top left corner at the (x,y), score or response is the output of 
the implementation of linear filter to dense feature maps.  
The next part is to detect object inside these boxes. To detect objects in an image, this 
thesis computes an overall score for each root location according to the best possible 
placement of the parts 
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Where score(p0) is the overall score for the best possible placement of the parts . This 
overall score is computed by taking the maximum of scores of all parts p1, p2….pn.  
[2] 
The equation is given by 
 
Where the score of each filter is , the deformation cost is 
and b is the bias. The equation gives the displacement 
of the i
th
 part relative to its anchor position, and  is the 
deformation features. In this case F is a w by h filter, and H is the feature pyramid. 
specifies the level and position of the i
th
 filter. describes the 
vector obtained by concatenating the feature vectors in the w by h sub window of H with 
a top left corner at p in row major order. [2] 
In this case high scoring root locations define detections of objects in the image, while 
the location of the parts that yield a high scoring root location, define a full object 
hypothesis.  
A further improvement of this method, proposed in [Gorelick et al. 2007 and klaseret et 
al. 2010] relies on segmentation of the actor to build a 3D space time shape, which can be 
described as a vector and matches with templates.  
This paper is mainly based on generating descriptor vectors and the processing of 
clusters. feature vectors are extracted and generated using 3D generalization HOG 
descriptor, then the hierarchical k means process is used to cluster the data into 40 high 
level clusters and 100 low level clusters. A histogram is then produced for each frame of 
the video in the training set. The 4000 bin histogram uses two techniques hard and soft 
voting and the histogram entry of each visual codeword w is given by  
 
Where n is the number of descriptors in the image, and (𝐷(𝑤, 𝑟𝑖))is the Euclidean 
distance between codeword w and descriptor ri , D(wj, ri) is the Euclidean distance 
between codeword wj in the j
th
 cluster and descriptor ri. K is the Gaussian kernel with 
smoothing factor 𝜕 taken experimentally using a training and validation set.  
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Figure 1:Upper body detections (top row) and tracks (bottom row) after 
classification post-processing for a sample test sequence as mentioned in the paper 
human focused action localized in video by Alexander Kl¨ 1, Marcin Marszalek2, aser 
Cordelia Schmid1, and Andrew Zisserman2  
[Reference: A survey on computer vision tools for action recognition, crowd surveillance and 
suspect retrieval: by Teόfilo E. de Campos: XXXIV Congresso da sociedade Brasileira de 
computação-CSBC 2014] 
 
This method requires detection and tracking but does not require segmentation, thus 
enabling this method to be applied in more realistic clustered videos.  
Drawback of these methods: This technique surely possesses some significant 
improvements over the previous method, but the main drawback is the numbers of 
clusters are pre determined. In the case of different image sets, the number of optimal 
clusters might be different. Moreover in a very populous scene, building a 3D space time 
shape and describing as a vector can be costly in case of time complexity. This system 
might face trouble while doing real time video data analysis and showing the results 
immediately.  
 
 
C. Crowd density estimation approach: Another approach to suspicious human being and 
object detection is crowd analysis. When implemented in a very congested place, most 
camera setups cannot monitor individual actions, as there might be too much occlusion 
and the number of pixels that a person occupies in the image may be too small. A 
technique or a model designed for non crowded places might not yield optimal results 
[Jacques-Jr et al. 2010]. A crowd density estimation algorithm is described in the paper 
for surveillance purposes. In this paper an approach has been discussed where pixel 
counting of foreground objects combined with projective correction and a calibrated 
camera is used to estimate crowd density. A linear relation between the number of 
pixels and people was derived by applying the geometric correction. The density over 
time is also monitored, to target to detect anomalous behavior.  
Drawback: the main drawback of this system is that, it uses a linear model to estimate 
people count. Since the system uses linear model, this approach suffers from an 
occlusion problem. To overcome this issue, some methods are discussed in the 
following sections.   
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As described by [Rodriguez et al. 2011], even if the entire space of possible crowd behavior is 
infinite, the space of distinguishable crowd motion patterns may not be that large. There might be 
some features or patterns that distinguish suspicious human objects from the rest of the crowd. In 
that case, the system learns about crowd behavior from video samples gathered from the internet. 
During the testing, crowd patches are matched against the database. So this method requires 
extensive searching of similar patches in the database, while making a strong assumption that the 
motion of individuals in a particular query patch can be found in the database.  
Drawback: The main limitation of this system is that, this method requires extensive searching that 
might be very costly in time and space complexity.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: [Reference: A survey on computer vision tool for action recognition, crowd 
surveillance and suspect retrieval: by Teόfilo E. de Campos: XXXIV Congresso da sociedade 
Brasileira de computação-CSBC 2014] 
 
 
D. Abandoned object detection approach: Detection of abandoned objects is another way to 
detect suspicious human objects and behavior. Police and surveillance departments often have used 
this method for these reasons. There are various methods that cover this issue. One is using Hidden 
Markov Model as described by [Almajai et al. 2010] another method is using structured learning as 
described by [Yan et al. 2012]. The [Almajai et al. 2010] paper has described an approach to 
implement Hidden Markov Model for automatic tennis annotation. In this paper, the edge preserving 
algorithm, used to detect the model switching point, generates false positives and false negatives. 
Now in case of image understanding false positives (where the detection is falsely positive when a 
certain event has not occurred) and false negatives (where the detection is negative but the event has 
actually occurred in reality) can be serious issues. Under detection, the rise in false negative is due to 
interpolated edges not being sharp enough to be considered as key events. If these mistakes 
accumulate to an extent, then the high level interpolation module may not absorb them, leading to 
interpolation error. The paper explores an alternative approach by using a set of continuous density 
left to right first order Hidden Markov Model 𝛬 to analyze the trajectories and recognize events. In 
this paper the trajectories of a tennis ball has been discussed, but the same methodology can also be 
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successfully implemented for detecting human trajectories as well.  
 
Where λk is the individual trajectory.  
Much of these works are actually based on heuristics and background subtraction and segmentation. 
As described by [Tian et al. 2008], background and foreground subtraction and segmentation can be 
used to detect static regions and classify them as abandoned or removed objects. Such techniques are  
a little simpler than the methods used for action classification. Even though it is much simpler, there 
are some pitfalls to the methods.  
Drawbacks: First of all, this approach might actually be helpful in a less crowded place where the 
system will be able to track down abandoned object. In a more crowded place, where there might be 
lots of similar looking human beings and objects, the system might not yield good results. Moreover, 
since this is mainly based on background subtraction and segmentation, such techniques may trigger 
too many false alarms.  
 
The number of types of detection can be categorized in some ways. The ways are True positive, true 
negative, false positive and false negative. True positive is the situation where the detection is 
actually correct. True negative detection would be the type of detection where absence of suspicious 
or abandoned objects is successfully detected. False positive will be the kind of false alarms that 
most likely occur when dealing with background subtracting. The system often gets confused on 
which object is actually suspicious and ends up giving false positive detection. False negative 
detection can be dangerous as the system gets confused and generates negative results even if there 
can be suspicious objects or dangerous abandoned objects. These cases are very common in case of 
background-foreground subtraction and segmentation.  
 
The authors in [Fan et al. 2013], proposed to reduce the number of false positives by representing 
abandoned object alerts by relative attributes. The relative strength of these attributes is quantified 
using a ranking function, learnt on low level spatial and temporal features. Along with these features, 
they have applied a linear ranking algorithm to sort alerts according to their relevance to the end 
users.  
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Figure 3: [Reference: A survey on computer vision tools for action recognition, crowd 
surveillance and suspect retrieval: by Teόfilo E. de Campos: XXXIV Congresso da sociedade 
Brasileira de computação-CSBC 2014] 
 
E. Unknown pattern detection based approach: Detection of unknown patterns is another 
process described in the literature for detecting suspicious objects, human being and behavior. This 
mainly consists of detecting pre defined sets of gestures, behavior, actions and events. Depending on 
demand and on what situation the methods needs to be implemented and used, there are various 
solutions and methodologies for abandoned object detection or detection for checkout fraud as 
described in [Fan et al. 2009]. In this paper, any video sequence is divided first into sequential events 
as N sets of primitives = {E1, E2, …En} , where En is the set of primitives with a specific type m. The 
primitives in a sequential event follow a Markovian model, such that the probability of the sequential 
event under observation O = ( v, 1) is given by  
 
 
 
Where V = {v11,v12,….v1n}   represent the visual cues and L = {l11,l12,….l1n} represent the spatial 
information. P(vti/eti)  is the appearance likelihood model for the primitive eti, where P(lti/eti)    is the 
spatial likelihood model for the eti. And P(eti/eti-1) is the transition probability from the primitive eti-1 
to eti. .  
The number of sequential candidates generated this way grows exponentially with the number of 
primitives. To manage the size of the data, this paper proposed a sequential tree to represent potential 
sequential events. These sequential events of interest can be considered as a set of disjoint repetitive 
actions. Thus in the context of Bayesian modeling, this can be understood as identifying the most 
likely disjoint subsequences within some kind of model. This is an optimization problem and can be 
solved mathematically. This paper has described that; the solution of this optimization problem will 
help in recognizing repetitive sequential human activities, hence understanding any anomalies in the 
repetitive sequence.  
Although this system has been widely used to detect the anomalous behaviors that are usually 
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common, there are some drawbacks of the system. 
 Drawback: This system is mainly developed for events that are somewhat common or events that 
regularly happen or are generally anticipated to happen. In brief, these events are expected and 
anticipated on some level. But in a crowded place, suspicious targets do not always behave as 
expected. In most cases, the behavior follows unknown patterns. When it comes to unknown 
patterns or when a drastic pattern change occurs, systems, designed for common anomalous system 
might not hold well. The figure 4 some anomalous behavior where usual pattern of crime is not 
followed 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4: [Reference: A survey on computer vision tools for action recognition, crowd 
surveillance and suspect retrieval: by Teόfilo E. de Campos: XXXIV Congresso da sociedade 
Brasileira de computação-CSBC 2014] 
 
There have been some proposed methods that can at least give some warning thereby minimizing 
the damage caused by criminal activities. A common approach for anomaly detection is to combine 
information from motions of individuals, with the motion of groups. As described in [Leach et al. 
2014], one approach is to implement a context aware process that uses both scene and social context, 
or a process that will analyze a situation or scene and should be able to determine what is happening. 
In this method, priors are built from typical trajectories from a scene and social groups are detected 
to give further context for anomalous behavior in a group. Some modification of this method has 
been done in [Chong et al. 2014]. Here the authors have proposed to apply hierarchical Dirichlet 
process to model the motion of regions of interest at both global and local levels. According to their 
learnt templates, anomalies on both levels are detected as events, for which statistical feature and 
location are beyond the normal expected range.  
 
This system is a significant improvement over the previous methods of abandoned object detection. 
But this method also has some shortcomings.  
Drawbacks: These methods are based on the assumption of peoples‟ common behavior, motion 
and interactions in video sequences. Based on some interaction samples, the system first assumes a 
standard for normal behavior by combining information from social and scene context. Then based 
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on this information, the system derives unknown patterns. In the case of very crowded place, 
building of priors based on „typical trajectories‟ might be difficult.  
 
 
F. Background subtraction based approach: Another very popular approach for suspicious 
object detection is using semantic attributes as described in [Feris et al. 2014]. This system is quiet 
widely used such as IBM has implemented the method for surveillance purpose and many 
companies including police and security are also using this system. The main working principle of 
this system is adaptive background subtraction for static cameras and also face detector, face 
tracking and attribute detection. The queries are mainly textual and results are ranked according to 
the relevance to the multi attribute query using the learning to rank approach as described in 
[Siddiquie et al. 2011].  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5: [Reference: A survey on computer vision tool for action recognition, crowd 
surveillance and suspect retrieval: by Teόfilo E. de Campos: XXXIV Congresso da sociedade 
Brasileira de computação-CSBC 2014] 
 
Adaptive background subtraction is a very common and popular process for image understanding, 
as it is easy to implement and it is very efficient in terms of time and space complexity. This method 
is used in most cases of surveillance and also to track suspicious activities. 
 
 Drawbacks: But when implemented in a very crowded place with lots of similar looking human 
beings with lookalike features, face recognition, and background subtraction might not be the best 
approach for suspicious human detection. For lookalike or similar features or objects, the system 
might get confused and provide false positive or false negative detection. 
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III. OUR APPROACH 
 K means clustering and geometric verification procedure: Applying hierarchical k means 
clustering and geometric verification, is the latest approach for successful image understanding. As 
described in [Mobile Visual Search by Girod Chandrasekhar, Chen,Cheung, Grzeszczuk, Reznik, 
Takacs, Tsai, Vedantham: 2011], it is a very modern and improved approach for image retrieval. 
The current research paper on image understanding is based on the image retrieval approach of this 
Mobile Visual search paper.  
 
In the Mobile visual search paper, after feature extraction and CHOG visual descriptor generation, k 
means clustering is implemented for hierarchical tree formation. In case of k means clustering 
random number of cluster are chosen to form the hierarchical tree. After the geometric verification 
procedure the RANSAC algorithm is applied to have the most plausible match. Applying k means 
clustering and geometric verification RANSAC significantly improves the results of image retrieval 
by other algorithms. The Current research paper on image understanding and suspicious human 
object detection follows all the methodologies and algorithm with some further improvements.  
 
IV. ALGORITHM AND IMPLEMENTATION  
2. CRITERIA SELECTION AND MANUAL LABELING 
Our paper does criteria selection before the system training commences.  Criteria are used to 
describe the suspicious object (e.g. criteria 1: „person has black hoodie and a knife‟, criteria 2: 
„wearing striped shirt with grey luggage‟). Steps of criteria selection are as follows 
 Initially, we create a data structure to store the criteria (e.g. linked list, array, and stack).  
 Next, criteria  are input manually into the data structure 
 Accurate detection depends on proper specification of the criteria. The more specific the 
criteria, the more thorough and accurate the detection will be.  
Pseudo code for the criteria selection 
step 1: start: criteria selection begins 
step 2: manualy input the criteria as the subset of text labels of the 
database image 
step 3: inputting multiple criteria in the form of keywords 
step 4: storing the criteria keywords for future use 
step 5: end  
 
2.1 Manual labeling of reference images: 
In our system, we do manual labeling before the system training process. This is done 
when images are loaded to form a database. All images, used to build the database are 
labeled. We input the labels manually as keywords.  (e.g. „person‟, „black coat‟, „blue 
luggage‟ etc). Multiple keywords can be assigned as label for a single image. As shown 
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in Figure (6), an image can be labeled as “person”, “grey”, “backpack”, “dark”, “coat”, 
“hat”.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. SYSTEM TRAINING PROCESS: 
3.1 Interest points, Feature extraction, visual descriptors: 
Interest point detection is the first part of the system training process. Our paper uses the 
SURF interest point detection algorithm to detect interest points of the images (as shown in 
figure 2. After interest point detection, the CHOG descriptor [1] generator is used to generate 
the feature descriptor (as shown in figure 3). These feature descriptors are used to form a 
feature descriptor matrix or FDM that is used in the next part of the system training process. 
Each cell in the FDM is a descriptor value for the corresponding image and feature  
 
       3.1.1. Interest Point Detection and Feature extraction: 
Interest point detection and feature extraction starts by finding the salient interest points. For 
robust and accurate image understanding, it is extremely important that the interest points be 
repeatable under perspective transformation such as scale change, rotation, lightening variation, 
transformation, translation etc. To achieve scale invariance, interest points are computed at 
multiple scales using image pyramid, and to achieve rotation invariance, the patch around each 
interest point is canonically oriented, in the direction of dominant gradient. Illumination changes 
are compensated by normalizing the mean and standard deviation of the pixel, of the gray values 
within each patch. 
 
Figure 6. Labels of the image “person”, “grey”, 
“backpack”, “dark”, “coat”, “hat”.  
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                      There are numerous interest point detectors that have been 
used in the case of content based image retrieval and previous approaches of image 
understanding. Harris corner points, scale invariance feature transform (SIFT), difference of 
Gaussian (DoG), maximally stable external regions (MSER), Hessian affine, features from 
accelerated segment test (FAST) are such examples of feature extractors. In this paper, Speeded 
up Robust Feature interest point detectors or SURF has been used for interest point detection. 
There are several reasons for choosing SURF interest point. In this problem of image 
understanding, it is highly required that the interest points are fast to compute and highly 
repeatable and also, one must reduce system latency. SIFT, FAST, DoG, MSER, these interest 
point detectors are extremely fast, but under the circumstances of image understanding with a 
huge database, they offer very low repeatability. SURF interests point detector provides a good 
tradeoff of repeatability and complexity.  
3.1.2. Main algorithm for SURF (Speeded Up Robust Features): the algorithm SURF interest 
point detector has main 2 steps 
1. Finding primary major interest points by using the determinant of a hessian matrix  
2. Finding the major interest points in scale space by using non maximal suppression on 
scaled interest point maps 
 
3.1.3. Finding primary major interest points by using determinant of hessian matrix: The 
first part of SURF algorithm consists of Hessian matrix. A Hessian matrix in 2 dimensions 
consists of a 2x2 matrix containing the 2
nd
 order partial derivatives. Assuming I(x,y) is a 2 
dimensional differentiable function, the matrix is  
 
Where I(x, y) I(x) = I(x1, x2, x3,…..xn) and I(y) = I(y1, y2, y3, ….yn) and I(x) and I(y) are 
differentiable functions. In the case of a Hessian matrix for feature detection I is the grayscale 
image where we have to find interest point. I(x) and I(y) are the x components and y components 
of the grayscale image I.  
In the case of Hessian matrix for feature detection, if the product of the two eigenvalues is 
positive, then the both eigenvalues are either positive or negative. In that case, the algorithm will 
find a local extremum (either a local maximum or a local minimum). 
In general, a kind of threshold is applied to the determinant values, so that we can only detect the 
major features. In this way, we can also control the number of interest points. For example, in 
case of this image of a crowded scene, 60 major interest points are detected from the grayscale 
image of the main image. .  
H =  
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Figure 7. [Crowded scene] 
 
                      Figure 8. [Detected the most prominent interest points from the clustered crowded scene] 
After finding the number of major interest points, then the next task is to compute the intensities 
for any rectangle in the image. To do that, the algorithm creates an integral image. Integral 
images are used for fast computation of box convolutions and also to compute the intensities of 
any rectangle within the image that is not sensitive to the size of the rectangle. The value of the 
integral image at any coordinate (x,y) is the sum of the intensity values for all points in the image 
with location less than or equal to (x,y) 
3.1.4. Integral image definition: the integral image is used as an effective way for calculating 
the sum of pixel values in a given image.  
Here the value of the integral image I at point (x, y) =   𝐼(𝑥,𝑦)𝑗≤𝑦𝑖≤𝑥  
Where I is the intensity values for all points i and j that are respectively less that x and y.  
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Now the steps of using the integral image along with the hessian matrix is 
1. Using integral image to get the sum of the intensities for the square 
2. Multiplying it by the weight factor. We can get the weight factor from the hessian box 
filters, since hessian box filters consist of squares with a common weight.  
3. After multiplication, then add the resulting sum for the normalized box filter together 
The matrix with the threshold determinants for a particular size is the blob response map. The 
blob response map is very important since it helps to determine the major points in the scale 
space.  
If D(x, y, σ) is the scale space representation then the Blob response at the location x = (x, y, σ) 
would be 
 
Where H is the Hessian matrix of D. for a 9x9 matrix, σ = 1.2, in general 
 
3.1.5. Finding the major interest points in scale space by non maximal suppression on 
scaled interest point maps:  
Next part of the SURF interest point detection would be finding major interest point in 
scale space. The steps are as follows 
 
1. Non maximal suppression is applied within the blob response maps and also 
above and below the image in scale space for each octave. In general 3x3 non 
maximum suppression is applied.   
2. At the next part, interpolation of the interest point is done. As the scale space has 
coarse scale, interpolation of interest point needs to be done in order to arrive at 
the correct scale (σ).  
 
We can express the hessian as a Taylor function 
 
Differentiating and setting x = 0 yields,  
        
Where H is the hessian matrix, and 
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And  
 
Where dx, dy, ds, are the distances between the point locations in the image. And H is the Hessian 
matrix.  
These are the major steps by which the SURF algorithm determines the major interest points 
from the grayscale image. In this paper SURF interest points are implemented to find the most 
salient interest points for image understating and suspicious human object detection. SURF 
interest point detectors are 4-6 times faster than the SIFT and about 7-8 times faster than MSER, 
FAST and DoG. So when used in real time crowded scene, SURF gives an excellent tradeoff in 
terms of time and space complexity, with good repeatability.  
 
3.1.6. Visual descriptor Computation:  
 After interest point detection, it is important to compute visual descriptors on a normalized 
patch. For image understanding visual descriptors need to be robust to small distortions, 
translations, scale orientation and lighting conditions. It is very important for the descriptor to be 
discriminative or descriptors should be characteristic of small sets of images. In case of image 
understanding, descriptors play a significant role. Descriptors are used to understand different 
features of an image, independent of any transformation, rotation, light variance and many more 
disturbances. So Descriptors that usually occur in an image will not be helpful in image 
understanding as by those descriptors, it will not be possible to properly distinguish images.  
                                                 There are many descriptors which have been previously used in 
different approaches, such as the SIFT descriptor, Gradient location orientation histograms or 
GLOH, SURF and HOG descriptor and many others. The problem with usual descriptor is the 
size of the generated data. SIFT and GLOH are generally 128 dimensional descriptors which are 
stored as 1024 bits. The size generated by SIFT or GLOH descriptor data from an image can 
sometime exceed the size of the image itself. So we need to use compression to reduce the bit 
rate of the descriptor.  
                                                  There are some popular schemes for data compressions such as 
hashing schemes such as LSH or locality sensitive hashing and transform coding schemes such 
as principal component analysis or PCA and linear discriminate analysis or LDA. Applying these 
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compressions schemes on regular descriptor does not lead to best rate constrained image retrieval 
performances. One approach for getting good results is to develop or modify a descriptor with 
compression in mind. Such a descriptor needs to be highly robust and discriminative. Descriptors 
based on the distribution of gradients within a patch of pixel have been shown to be highly 
discriminative. This paper uses CHOG or Compact Histogram of Orientation Gradient descriptor 
which is designed for low bit rate. CHOG achieves the performance of 1024 b SIFT descriptor at 
approximately 60 b/descriptor. CHOG is much low dimensional and hence more efficient than 
SIFT since it is based on more effective gradient and spatial binning schemes. The compact bit 
representation is a result of lossy quantization and quantization schemes that are employed to the 
descriptor. At 60 b per descriptor, CHOG descriptor data are much smaller than SIFT descriptor 
data or JPEG compressed data. A few hundred descriptors per query image are sufficient for an 
achieving high matching accuracy for large database.   
3.1.7. CHOG (Compact Histogram of Gradient) Descriptor: A low bit rate descriptor: 
this descriptor is based on the main principle of the HOG descriptor and has been 
modified to give excellent results at low bit rates. The figure 1 describes how CHOG 
descriptors are computed. The algorithm of the CHOG descriptors is as follows 
1. The patch around the interest point is divided into spatial bins which provide robustness 
to the localization error of the interest point computation. Then the patch around each 
interest point is divided into soft log polar spatial bins using a DAISY configuration. The 
log polar configuration has been shown to be more effective goal than the square grid 
configuration used in SIFT descriptor.  
2. The joint (dx, dy) gradient histogram in each spatial bin is directly captured into the 
descriptor. CHOG histogram binning exploits the skewing gradient statistics that are 
observed for patches extracted around interest points.  
 
 
             Figure 9: [Crowded scene] 
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3. CHOG retains the information of each spatial bin as a distribution. The procedure allows 
more effective distances measures such as Kullback Leibler or KL divergence. 
Furthermore, this procedure also allows us to apply quantization and compression 
schemes that work well with distributions to produce compact descriptors.   
In general in case of distribution, 9-13 spatial bins and 3-9 gradient bins are chosen. This 
preference results in 27-117 dimensional descriptors. For a descriptor to work at a low bit rate, it 
is very important to compress it. For descriptor compression, gradient histograms are quantized 
into each spatial bin individually. There are several other quantization schemes that work well 
for compressing distributions. The schemes are Huffman coding, type coding and optimal Lloyd 
max Vector quantization.  In this paper, type coding is implemented. Type coding is linear in 
complexity to the number of histogram bins and performs close to optimal Lloyd-max vector 
quantization.  
For the calculation, let us suppose m = number of histogram bins. M varies from 3-9 for CHOG 
descriptors. Let 
 
be the original distribution as described by the gradient histogram and 
 
be the quantized probability distribution. The steps of the calculations are as follows 
1. Constructing a lattice of distributions or types 
 
With probabilities,  
 
The figure below shows an example of such sets in m = 3 dimensions  
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Figure 10: [Visual descriptor generator after implementing CHOG descriptor (shown with orientation of 
patches)] 
 
The parameter n controls the fidelity of quantization. As the value of the n parameter increases, 
the fidelity also goes up 
2. After quantization of the distribution P, we can compute an index for the type. The total 
number of types K(m, n) is the number of partitions of n into m terms  
 
 
The algorithm that maps a type to its index  
  
is described in the reference.  
 
3. The index is encoded in each spatial cell with fixed length or entropy code. Fixed length 
encoding provides the benefit of compressed domain matching at the cost of small 
performance hit. The type quantization and coding scheme described in this paper 
performs very close to optimal Lloyd-Max Vector quantization. Another advantage of 
this method is, it does not require storage of codebooks on mobile clients. The CHOG 
descriptor with type coding 60b matches the performance of a 128 dimensional 1024 b 
SIFT descriptor, and at a very low bit rate, hence being much more efficient in time and 
space complexity.  
This is an example of applying a CHOG descriptor on a crowded scene after interest point 
detection. The result shows visual descriptors along with orientation. Along with image, feature 
descriptor vector data are generated which is stored in the hierarchy tree.  
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3.2 EXPLANATIONS OF THE PROBABILISTIC METHODS  
 
 
 
3.2.1. Description and explanation of the Bayesian non parametric method:  
Choosing a model at an appropriate level of complexity is one of the major problems in 
statistical modeling. In case of image understating, choosing an appropriate model can be very 
important, since in case of each dataset, different models might be used. Bayesian non 
parametric modeling is used to approach this problem and to solve effectively. In usual cases 
models are compared based on complexity. Bayesian non paramedic models tend to fit a single 
model that can adapt its complexity to the data, rather than comparing complexities. Bayesian 
non parametric models allow the complexity to grow as more data are observed, in a data 
analysis model, where predictions on the model are performed. In the case of this problem, 
clusters are formed with k means clustering. In traditional ways, the values of the k or the 
numbers of the cluster are predefined or pre specified. But there can be cases where, the number 
of cluster cannot be pre specified. In case of image understanding, if we pre specify the number 
of cluster, the result might not be optimum as we cannot know for a given data set, how many 
clusters will give optimal result. So in this case the Bayesian nonparametric approach estimates 
how many clusters are needed to model the observed data and allow future data to exhibit 
previously unseen clusters. This model ensures that optimal clusters are formed in case of a 
specific data analysis model, ensuring optimal results. The Bayesian non parametric model is 
based on the traditional Bayesian model 
 
 
Figure 11. Major interest point computed using 
SURF. 
 
Figure 12. Visual descriptor generated by CHOG 
is shown in figure below.   
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Where H is the hypothesis that might be affected by the data and E is the evidence given a 
situation.  
 
3.2.2. What is a mixture model? 
A mixture model is a probabilistic model, where each observed data point is assumed to belong 
to a cluster. Under the assumption of some hypothesis or based on some conditions, clustering or 
grouping of data are done. This infers the identities or the class of the cluster and also the 
assignments of the data to the clusters. Mixture models are used for understanding the group 
structure of a data set and for flexibly estimating the distribution of a population. In case of 
image understanding clustering of the descriptor data is done by k means clustering. Here 
mixture models are used to classify the clusters and also assign the data to appropriate clusters. 
Mixture models can be of two types: 
 finite mixture models : this model finite mixture models assumes that number of the 
clusters is pre defined  
  Infinite mixture models: infinite mixture models assume and develop on the assumption 
that the possible number of clusters is infinite.   
 
3.2.3. Why use the mixture model?  
Mixture models are used in clustering to understand the group structure and the distribution of a 
data set. This is particularly helpful when we need to deal with a large set of data belonging to 
different categories. In the case of this thesis, when the descriptors are generated for each image 
in the database, then we are dealing with a giant set of data, mixture models are used to 
understand the group structure of the data.  
 
3.2.4. Finite mixture model:  
There are two types of mixture models: finite mixture models and infinite mixture models. Finite 
mixture models assume that there are K clusters, each associated with a parameter θk. Each 
observation yn is assumed to be generated by first choosing a cluster c according to P and then 
generating the observation from its corresponding observation distribution parameterized by θcn.  
The process describes a probability joint distribution over the observed data, cluster assignments 
and cluster parameters. 
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The product over n describes that each data observation are independent given its cluster 
assignment and cluster parameters. In this thesis, if we can know what features caused the cluster 
to form, then the class and categories of the cluster are independent. After implementing in the 
hierarchy tree, clusters are treated as independent of cluster parameters. The assignment of 
observed data in the cluster is done by Bayesian inference.  
 
3.2.5. What are the shortcomings of the finite mixture model?  
The main shortcoming of the finite mixture model is that, it assumes that number of the assigned 
clusters will be a finite number, k. as in the probability distribution formula 
 
 
We can see that the product over the Gaussian parameter is done over the upper limit of K which 
is assumed to be the number of clusters. In case of large data analysis it is not always possible or 
useful to pre specify the upper limit of the product. To overcome this problem, an infinite 
mixture model is introduced. Infinite mixture models use Bayesian non parametric model, where 
the distribution is mostly parameter independent and the number of clusters is also not pre 
defined. In BNP, it is assumed that the upper limit of the probability distribution is infinite or 
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3.2.6. Chinese restaurant method: 
The BNP method approaches the problem of choosing the number of clusters by assuming that it 
is infinite, while specifying the prior overall infinite groupings P(c), in such a way that it favors 
assigning data to a certain number of groups. The Chinese restaurant method is based on this 
approach. 
 
If there are restaurants with an infinite number of tables and there are customers entering the 
restaurants and sitting down, then the first customer enters and sits in the first table. Let α be a 
positive real then the second customers enters and sits on the first table with the probability 
1/(1+α) and sits on the second table with the probability α/(1+α). when the nth customer enters at 
the restaurant then he/she sits on the table with probability proportional to the previous customer 
that sat on the table and the unoccupied table with the probability proportional to α. Any point in 
this procedure, the assignment of customers to tables defines a random partition.  
 
In this thesis, the CRP puts greater priority on the data partitioning process, rather than on prior 
overall cluster. CRP puts more priority on the data analysis process as that process generated the 
cluster. Each process is associated with a set of parameters θ specifying the distribution over the 
data. In this thesis, tables are a metaphor for class and customers are a metaphor for data. Data 
and clusters are assigned based on this formula.  
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3.2.7. A derivation of Chinese restaurant method: Indian Buffet Process:  
The Indian buffet process is derived from the CRP. It is based on the theory of CRP but with 
some modifications. A customer enters a restaurant with an infinite number of dishes arranged in 
a line. The probability that a customer m samples dish k is proportional to its populated hk or the 
number of prior customers that chose the same dish. When the customer has considered all 
previously sampled dishes, he/she samples an additional Poisson (α/n) number of dishes, which 
were never sampled before. When all customers have navigated the buffet, the resulting binary 
matrix Z is the draw from IBP. In this paper, customers are the data and dishes are the class. The 
main difference between CRP and IBP is in case of CRP, each data can be assigned to each 
component or each class. When we are considering a certain set of observed data, then by 
following the CRP, that set of data will only be assigned to a single cluster, whereas in reality, 
there might be some parameters in the data set that suits other clusters. IBP overcomes this 
problem. In case of IBP, each data set can be assigned to multiple clusters based on components 
or features. This distribution makes clustering more efficient and robust.  
 
3.2.8.  Indian Buffet Process:  
The Indian buffet process is used to generate a binary matrix from the Feature Descriptor Matrix 
(FDM). At first N images are used to build the reference database. The images are loaded and 
then we compute feature descriptors using the SURF and CHOG algorithms. Descriptors are 
stored as a Feature Descriptor Matrix (FDM) of dimension      N x R, where N is the number of 
images and R is the column that describes feature index. Using Indian Buffet process or IBP, the 
FDM will be transformed into a binary matrix. We call this binary matrix Z.  
The Indian buffet method defines a distribution over an equivalence class of binary matrices, 
with a finite number of rows and an infinite number of columns.  
 Let n N, be the number of rows in the matrix Z, where Z is the number of customers 
sampling dishes from an Indian buffet, and mk is the number of customers that have 
sampled dish k. The total number of sampled dishes is K+, and Kh is the number of 
dishes with a selection history. The probability of any particular matrix Z being produced 
by this process is given by equation (15) in ref [9] 
 
When the IBP is not used, clusters are congested and are barely recognizable. After 
implementing the Indian buffet procedure, the cluster setup is more compact and it is easier for 
the system to distinguish between clusters. Without the IBP, the confusion matrix gives a higher 
confusion rate for the system. When the IBP is applied, the rate of confusion is significantly 
lower. 
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3.2.9. Binary matrix computation 
Since IBP is a mixture model, with the Bayesian approach, a standard choice of probability 
distribution is the symmetric Dirichlet distribution.  In a symmetric Dirichlet distribution, α1, α2 
…αk are parameters of K classes. The symmetric Dirichlet distribution parameter αk is shown by 
equation (2) in ref [9]. 
The binary matrix computation procedure:  
  In the Indian buffet process mk is the number of customers that had dish k. In our thesis, 
mk is the number of images that have feature k. 
 The ith image will have feature k with probability 
𝑚𝑘
𝑖
.; the image having feature k will 
then have Poisson( 
𝛼
𝑖
), number of new features, where α is the parameter of Dirichlet 
distribution. In a symmetric Dirichlet distribution, α1, α2 …αk are parameters of K 
classes. The symmetric Dirichlet distribution parameter αk is given in equation (2)  [9]. 
Poisson(α) is the number of features in an image that is considered a good image. If the 
number of features in an image exceeds Poisson(α), then the image become too congested 
and hard to understand.  
 
3.2.10. Conversion from a feature descriptor matrix to a binary matrix: 
In this part, a binary matrix is generated by the Indian buffet process from the feature descriptor 
matrix. The steps are as follows   
 First, the binary matrix Z, with N rows and an unbounded number of columns is 
generated based on the i
th
 object having feature k.  
 The CHOG algorithm generates the FDM for each image in the database. Each FDM 
vector has dimension 1 x N, where N is the CHOG feature length. Each cell in the FDM, 
denotes components of normalized cell histograms from all block regions. For each 
image 1 FDM or one 1 x N matrix is generated. So for R images R, 1 x N matrix will be 
generated. R matrices are concatenated to form a matrix of dimension R x N  
 The value(FDM(ik)) denotes the value of the ikth cell in the FDM of R x N dimension. 
This cell denotes the value corresponding to image i and feature k. R denotes the number 
of rows and N the number of columns 
 For the CHOG feature vectors with 1 x 1 cells, the feature vectors overlap between 
blocks. For value(FDM(i,k)), it is computed, the number of the value is overlapped for 
each row. Count(value(FDM(i,k)) ) denotes how many times the value(FDM(ik)) is 
found in each row.  
   Next, for each row, the ratio of Count(value(FDM(ik))) and the total number of 
columns in each row is computed. Equation (1) denotes the ratio for the i
th
 row 
                                    P(i) =   
𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 (𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 (𝐹𝐷𝑀(𝑖 ,𝑘)))
𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑛 _𝑖𝑛 _𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑠 _𝑖
           (1)             
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 This ratio P(i) is compared with the probability in the IBP. If for the ith  image, P(i) ≥  
𝑚𝑘
𝑖
  
then the system will consider that image i, has sampled feature k. In that case Zik = 1 else 
Zik = 0 where Zik is the i
th
  row and k
th
 column in the matrix Z 
Table 2 shows an example of an FDM 
[Table 2]: Concatenated Feature Descriptor matrix example: the rows represent the images 
and columns represent the features of the images   
Features of the image 
Images  0.2124 .4567 .6754 .2124 .8754 .3763 3737 
.5748 .5849 .1123 .5657 .4546 .5657 .5849 
.0134 .6765 .1456 ..3344 .6869 .3344 .6869 
.8987 .5433 .5657 .5433 .1156 .5654 .4456 
.4411 .6765 .1235 .6765 .5638 .4546 .1124 
 
Table 3 shows an example of a binary matrix  
[Table 3]: Binary Matrix Z example: the rows represent the images and columns represent 
the features of the images   
Features of the images  
Images  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0 0 1 1 1 1 1 
1 0 0 0 0 1 1 
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 
 
 For each row in   Z, if the ith image has feature k, then Zik= 1. Else Zik= 0. If Zik= 
1, then, the feature, corresponding to that cell will be included in the cluster.  
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3.2.11. Computation of the number of clusters from the binary matrix  
After the computation for binary matrix Z, we have determined the optimal number of 
clusters. The steps are as follows.  
 At first, we have removed all rows in Z that contain only zeros, thereby reducing 
the dimensionality of   Z. After removal; we obtain M, the number of non zero 
rows in Z.  
 Among M rows, Row(j) and row(k) stand for image (j) and image(k) respectively.  
 To determine the number of clusters, a data structure is created. For image(k) one 
data structure (k) (stack, linked list, array) is created . 
 Next, we compute the Hamming distance between pairs of rows. So in N rows of 
images we can compute the Hamming distance for 
N
C2 pairs of rows. To do this, 
we subtract pairs of rows from the binary matrix.  
 The lower the Hamming distance between each pair of row, the greater the images 
corresponding to those rows will be considered as similar images or images with 
similar features.  
 Similar images are put in a data structure (a stack, array, linked list). 
 The Number of clusters K is determined by the equation (2) 
   (2) 
 
Where data_structure(g) is the data structure created for gth row .  
 The Number_of_data_structure(g) is the count of how many data structures are 
needed to put all similar images together.  
 It is initially set to 0. every time a data_structure(g) is created, the 
Number_of_data_structure(g) is incremented by 1 as given by equation (3) 
          Number_of_data_structure(g) = Number_of_data_structure(g) + 1    (3)  
 
 
 
3.3. K-MEANS CLUSTERING 
Comparing the feature of a query image with a large database of images can be a 
daunting challenge. A large database with millions of images will contain billions of 
different features. In this scenario, there can be different approaches (Linear scan, 
Clustering) for comparing features in a large database. In our thesis, we use K-means 
clustering for clustering the descriptors of database images.  
 
In this thesis, K-means clustering is done using the following steps.  
 First, Number of cluster = k: this value is generated by the Indian Buffet Process 
and is taken as input. K denotes how many clusters should be created for a given 
dataset.  
 Next the feature space is divided into k Voronoi cells represented by an n x k   
partition matrix using the k-means algorithm [1].  
 K-means algorithm looks for a partition of FDM (descriptor matrix) into K 
clusters that minimize within group sum of squared error or WGSS. The equation 
is given by equation (8) in ref [10]. 
 After that K-means algorithm partitions FDM into   an n x k   partition matrix.  
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3.4. HIERARCHICAL TREE CONSTRUCTION 
Hierarchical tree formation is the last part of the database formation. All feature descriptor 
vectors, clustered by k means clustering are stored in the nodes of a hierarchy tree. The 
formation of hierarchy tree follows these steps: 
I. After k-means clustering, the database image descriptor vectors are clustered based on 
the image features. These clusters are used to form the database as a hierarchy tree. The 
formation of a hierarchy tree is started by creating an empty tree node or root node. In the 
root node itself, no features are added or assigned.  
II. All the clusters generated by the Indian buffet process are implemented k means 
clustering, are first sorted using any sorting method (e.g. bubble sort, heap sort). Then a 
data structure (array. stack) is created to store the clusters. Sorted clusters are added in an 
array or stack for placement into the tree.  
III. After creating the root_node, cluster assignment is done. If root->left = empty; then a leaf 
is created for each cluster. Else a leaf is created at root->right. For each leaf, 2 lists are 
created. List 1 determines which feature is visited and List 2 keeps the count of how 
many time the leaf is visited 
IV. After a leaf is created with 2 lists, then 1 cluster will be popped or taken from the data 
structure. If root->left is empty then the cluster will be assigned to root->left, else the 
cluster will be assigned to root->right 
V. At the next step the system checks if any cluster has not been assigned to the leaves. If all 
clusters are assigned to the leaf, then the system will display “TREE FORMATION 
COMPLETE”. If there are any clusters remaining to be assigned, then that cluster will be 
assigned following step 3 and 4. Figure 4 gives an example of a hierarchical tree  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 13. The numbers in the hierarchy tree are the index of clusters. Each leaf 
represents a cluster.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 13. Hierarchical tree construction.  
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Pseudo code for the algorithm for hierarchy tree formation  
step 1: start: hierarchy tree formation 
step 2: root_node created, no features are added to this node 
step 3: clusters, generated by k means clustering added in a stack/array  
step 4: loop begins for cluster assigning  
step 5: for n = 1:1:number_of_clusters 
step 6:      for m = 1:1:nodes_of_tree 
step 7:   get_cluster(n)_from array/stack 
step 8:   if feature_in_cluster(n) is not equal to features_in_node(m) 
step 9:        if m->left = NULL 
step 10:       add_new_node_to_tree = m->left 
step 11:       feature_in_cluster(n) = feature_in_new_node 
step 12:   else 
step 13:       add_node_to_tree = m->right 
step 14:       feature_in_cluster(n) = feature_in_new_node 
step 15:     end 
step 16: else if features_in_cluster(n) = features_in_node(m) 
step 17:    features_in_node(m) = features_in_node(m) + feature_in_cluster(n) 
step 18:  end 
step 19: loop ends for cluster assigning  
step 20: loop begins for checking for any change in database 
step 21: for k = 1:1:number_of_image_in_database 
step 22:    for j = 1:1:count_of_images_in_database 
step 23:    if k == j 
step 24:      all_image_features_in_database_are_added_in_Tree 
step 25:    else if k > j 
step 26:      feature_descriptor_are_generated_for_the_new_images 
step 27:      clusters_are_generated 
step 28:      go to step 6 
step 29:    end 
step 30: loop ends for checking for any change in database 
step 31: end of hierarchy tree formation  
 
 
 
 
4. IMAGE QUERY PROCESSING 
 
4.1. Descriptor generation of a query image 
 The query image processing begins with the detection of an interest point. The 
same was done for the database image processing; the query image processing 
begins with the detection of an interest point by using the SURF interest point 
detector. The SURF interest point detector is applied on a 2D grayscale version of 
the query image. 
 Next, the feature descriptor vectors are extracted by use of the CHOG descriptor. 
After finding the interest point, the feature descriptor vectors are generated around 
the patch of the interest point. These feature descriptor vectors are then used for 
comparison with the database image.  
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6.1 Finding similar match of query image from database 
Comparing query images with the database image is a significant part of the image 
understanding system. This comparison results in multiple similar looking images from the 
database of query images. The comparison of the query image is done involving the following 
parts: 
 First, for each feature in the query image, the system searches the hierarchical tree leaves 
for same feature. (e.g. if feature A is present in query image, then the system will look for 
feature A in hierarchical tree leaves ). In the tree, each leaf is a cluster  
 For each leaf or cluster, there are arrays of features, associated with different images.  
 As we have seen in hierarchical tree formation, for each leaf, there are 2 lists. List 1 
associated with the leaf, determines which feature in the cluster is visited by query image 
descriptor and List 2 in the leaf keeps score of the count of visit.  
 Every time a leaf node is visited for any feature inside it, the leaf is visited once. 
 Leaves are visited multiple times based on a query image feature descriptor  
 Score is the variable that denotes the number of times a leaf is visited. Initially the score 
of the leaf is set to 0.  
 every time a leaf is visited, the score is incremented by 1 as given by equation (4) 
Score(leaf) = score(leaf) + 1    (4) 
 In each leaf or cluster there can be multiple images. Images, corresponding to leaf  
having highest score are judged to be best matching candidate and they are considered as 
similar or look-alike images 
 Lookalike images are shortlisted for further computation and verification and these 
images are put into a data structure  (stack, linked list, array etc) 
Pseudo code for the query image comparison and generating similar looking image or lookalike image 
step1: start: query image comparison begins 
step2: interest point detection of the query image by SURF interest point detector 
step 3: after interest point detection, feature descriptor vector are generated by CHOG descriptor  
step 4: descriptor matching with database begins: 
step 5: loop begins: go to root_node 
step 6:     match_found == 0, counting the number of matches  
step 7:     number_of_visit_node == 0, counting the number of visiting a node 
step 8:     for K = 1:1:feature_descriptor_vector_in_query_image 
step 9:         for N = 1:1:nodes_in_the_hierarchy_tree 
step 10:             if descriptor_vector(N) = K 
step 11:             match_found =+ 1 
step 12:             number_of_visit_node(N) =+ 1 
step 13:             else if N->left != NULL 
step 14:                     N = N->left 
step 15:                   search_for_feature_descriptor_vector_in_the_nodes 
step 16:                 else N = N->right 
step 17:                   search_for_feature_descriptor_vector_in_the_nodes 
step 18:                 end of else if 
step 19:                 find_nodes(N)visited_most_in_the_tree 
step 20:             end of if 
step 21:         end of for loop 
step 22:     end of for loop  
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step 23: loop ends for match finding in the database 
step 24: loop begins for finding the lookalike images 
step 25: for M = 1:1:most_visited_nodes_in_the_hierarchy_tree 
step 26:    for C = 1:1:clusters_in_the_most_visited_nodes 
step 27:        for I = 1:1:images_associsted_with_the_clusters_in_the_most_visited_nodes 
step 28:            for L = 1:1:similar_features_found_between_query_and_database_image 
step 29:                if L is_in_the_cluster_C 
step 30:                    C = cluster_with_similar_feature 
step 31:                    if C is_associated_with_image_I 
step 32:                        I = similar_lookalike_image_of_query_image_from_the_database_image 
step 33:                        push(I) in_a_stack_for_further_verification 
step 34:                    end of if loop 
step 35:                end of if loop 
step 36:            end of for loop 
step 37:        end of for loop 
step 38:    end of for loop 
step 39: end of for loop 
step 40: loop ends for finding lookalike image of query image  
 
 
6.2 Geometric verification for finding the closest image with the RANSAC algorithm  
Geometric verification is the final step in the image understanding process. Geometric 
verification follows the feature matching obtained from the vocabulary tree and it is used to find 
closest match among all similar looking images of the query image. At this step, location 
information for the query and database image is used to confirm that the feature matches are 
consistent with a change in viewpoint between two images. The geometric transform between a 
query image and a database image is estimated using regression techniques such as RANSAC 
[8]. Since the RANSAC algorithm can be computationally expensive in the measure of space and 
time, a way to speed up the RANSAC algorithm is described in the reference [1]. In this thesis, 
we use fast geometric re ranking to speed up the RANSAC algorithm [1]. The RANSAC 
procedure and Fast geometric re ranking is excellently described in the literature “Mobile Visual 
Paper IEEE” ref [1]. Figure (8), (9) and (10) gives an example of how the geometric verification 
procedure gives the most plausible result.  
 
6.2.1 The RANSAC algorithm: 
 The RANdom SAmple Consensus algorithm is applied after the fast geometric re ranking. The 
RANSAC algorithm is a non deterministic algorithm used to estimate parameters in a 
mathematical model. In our paper, The RANSAC algorithm is used in the following ways to 
determine the closest match of query image from the database image. [1] 
 First a fitting model is selected from the query image. This fitting model is used as a 
reference for plausible match detection. After selection of a fitting model, data from 
the similar shortlisted images are fitted with the fitting model.  
 If a feature from an image fits the fitting model, then those features are inliers and if a 
feature from an image does not fit the fitting model, then that features is an outlier.  
 After shortlisted images are compared against the fitting model, the system checks 
which image has most inliers. Images that have the most inliers will be considered as 
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the most plausible match. The method described in this thesis can also be 
implemented to detect multiple object tracking. Based on the criteria mentioned, 
multiple objects in the query image can be detected. Figure (5) displays the identified 
object after geometric verification.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6.3 Final results after applying the RANSAC algorithm: 
Applying the RANSAC algorithm gives the most plausible match between a query image 
and a database image. Before geometric verification, some images were shortlisted as 
lookalike images. When the RANSAC algorithm is applied to these images, then the 
algorithm generates the most plausible match between the query and the database image. 
Along with image matching, the system also assigns the label of the most plausible 
match, with the query image. At the end of the computation, the system detects the most 
plausible match and generates proper label for the query image. Figure (6), (7) (8), (9) 
and (10) displays the final result.   
 
 
 
Figure 15. query image 1. Crowded scene 1 and Suspicious object found based on 
criteria(criteria keywords: lady, red luggage, backpack, hat ) . 
 
Figure 14. matched image of query image from database image, 
with inliers. 
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Figure 16. Query image 2: Boston Bomber.  (From Google Public Domain) A suspicious 
person in yellow rectangles is detected. Criteria: cap, dark jacket, backpack, isolated .  
 
 
Figure 17. Query image 3: Crowded scene 3: A suspicious person in yellow rectangles is 
identified. Criteria: coat, blue backpack, red luggage, long hair.  
 
 
Figure 18. Query image 4: („Boston bomber‟) (From Google Public Domain) In crowd: A 
suspicious person in a yellow rectangle found. Criteria: cap, dark, jacket . 
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Figure 19. Query image 5: („Boston bomber‟) (From Google Public Domain) In crowd: A 
suspicious person in a yellow rectangle detected. Criteria: white cap, dark jacket, white 
backpack. 
 
6.4 Confusion matrix: 
When a system is implemented in a crowded scene, then it may identify similar features in 
different objects, or in more colloquial term, the system gets confused. In the case of the 
suspicious human object detection, when the system encounters similar looking people with 
similar features or with similar types of suspicious objector activities, then the system may 
sometimes label the wrong person. Although this occurs relatively infrequently, it is still 
important to know how efficient a system is when applied in these situations. To overcome this 
problem our paper has implemented and described the confusion matrix. A confusion matrix, 
also known as a contingency table or an error matrix, is a table that enables one to visualize the 
performance of an algorithm. Performance of such systems/algorithms is commonly evaluated 
using the matrix. The following table shows the confusion matrix for a two class classifier.[7] 
The basic model and the main parts of a confusion matrix , including the Accuracy (AC), True 
positive or (TP), True negative or (TN), False positive or (FP) and False Negative or (FN) is 
described in details, along with equation in reference [7] 
Confusion matrix in this case: 
 After k means clustering, when a system identifies multiple similar or look-alike objects- it is 
very easy for a system to get confused because of the similar features present.  
 When the confusion matrix is implemented, among all possible predictions, True 
negative, true positive, false negative and false positive parameters are derived. These 
parameters determine and predict that out of all the predictions of suspicious objects and 
human beings, how many predictions are actually correct or true positive, how many 
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seemingly correct but in reality not (False positive), how many seemingly not negative 
but in reality, they are correct (False negative) and how many predictions are actually not 
correct.  
 After determining these parameters, the equations of the confusion matrices are used. 
Using the equation of accuracy, it can be determined how many predictions are actually 
correct. This is in fact the most important prediction. The greater the accuracy, the more 
efficient the algorithm will perform in real time situations.  
 After accuracy, precision is next calculated to determine how often cases that the system 
correctly determined truly positive predictions and how often the system „seemingly‟ 
predicted some events correct.  
 To enhance the performance of a confusion matrix, the geometric mean is introduced and 
implemented in reference [7]. As a result of the confusion matrix, the system can 
determine its accuracy in predicting all true positive events and true negative events and 
in how many cases, the system became confused with false positive and false negative 
values. Table 4 gives a basic computation for the confusion matrix tested for 5 different 
test images  
 
[TABLE 4]: confusion matrix for 5 different test images 
image match accuracy TP FP TN FN 
Test image 1 8 .89 .75 .2 .8 .25 
Test image 2 6 .88 .83 .1 .9 .167 
Test image 3 10 .92 .89 .28 .71 .11 
Test image 4 8 .86 .78 .14 .85 .2 
Test image 5 9 .95 .89 .14 .86 .11 
Results:  
Before applying the Indian buffet process to the k-means clustering, the confusion matrix 
displayed an accuracy of 55-60%. But once the Indian buffet procedure and before k means 
clustering is used, performance enhancement and the accuracy rose to between 80-85%. In 
addition, the precision rate has also increased. Initially, with random k-means clustering, the 
precision was 50% but once the non parametric Indian buffet process was applied, precision rose 
to nearly 90%. 
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6.5 Criteria matching: 
After geometric verification, the most plausible match between a query image and a database 
image is found. When a plausible match is found, then the label of the plausible match is also 
assigned with the query image. At this point, criteria are matched with the generated label in 
order to determine if the criteria for suspicious object detection have been matched. The criteria 
matching procedure is :  
 Initially, each keyword in the criteria list is matched against the label of the query image, 
which is generated after geometric verification.  
 Once any keyword is matched with a label, then that keyword is displayed. If all 
keywords are matched with the generated label, then the system displays that a suspicious 
object has been identified.  
 The closest database matching image label is assigned to a query image 
 Criteria keywords are matched with query image labels 
 If all keywords in both labels match 100%, the system will display  
“SUSPICIOUS OBJECT DETECTED” 
 
 If some keywords (70-80%) of the criteria matches with query image, then the system 
displays 
“SOME CRITERIA MATCHED FOR SUSPICIOUS OBJECT” 
 If keywords from criteria did not match at all or matched less than 20%, then the system 
will display 
“CRITERIA NOT MATCHED: TRY ANOTHER CRITERIA” 
 
6.6 Thorough specification of criteria:   
If the system displays SUSPICIOUS OBJECT DETECTED” or “SOME CRITERIA 
MATCHED FOR SUSPICIOUS OBJECT”, then the system will prompt for further criteria 
matching. The more specific the criteria are the more accurate the detection of suspicious object 
will be.  
Main parameters in criteria matching 
1. Vastness and diversity of database: The bigger  the database, the more accurate the 
results 
2. Criteria specification and details: The more specified the criteria, the more accurate 
and detailed will be the results. Figures (11), (12) and (13) show the difference when 
criteria are more specific.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 20. With criteria: “person”, “luggage”. 
 
Figure 21. With criteria: “person”, “luggage”, 
“bag”. 
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5. PERFORMANCE OF THE SYSTEM: 
For an image understating system, which is implemented for the purpose of suspicious human 
object detection, it needs to be quite robust, accurate and efficient in terms of time and space 
complexity.  The methodology discussed in our thesis, is certainly state of the art, and it can 
yield results more than 95% accurate, in the case of suspicious object detection in a very 
crowded place. This system has certainly overcome the shortcomings of the previous approaches 
and additionally adds further effectiveness to the process of suspicious object detection in many 
given condition. When connected to a remote server and a vast database (like Google server), 
this system can detect any human being, object, anomalous behavior based on selected criteria. 
The more specified the criteria, the more robust the detection process becomes. As this system is 
based on the basic methodologies of the image retrieval method of “Mobile Visual Paper” at 
reference [1], this system also possesses the efficiency, system latency, energy efficiency, and 
retrieval accuracy of the system described in reference [1]. Chart 1 shows the performance of the 
system before and after IBP implementation.  
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                CHART 1: Performance of the system before and after implementation of IBP 
 
 Figure 22. With criteria: “person in hat”, “ red 
luggage”, “black bag”. 
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6. APPLICATION OF THE SYSTEM 
 
This system discussed and explained in this thesis is mainly developed for image understanding 
and suspicious human object detection. With some modification, this system can be used in 
target recognition, visual object detection and in many more systems. If this system is 
implemented in remote server and connected to a larger database, it will perform much faster and 
be more effective with respect to time and space complexity.  
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8. CONCLUSIONS 
The system, described here is designed to be implemented in the real world, to detect suspicious 
objects. Image understanding is the major component of this thesis. The main attribute of this 
system is the accuracy with which a system can understand objects in an image and identify 
them. This system can generate and compare labels on the images, so identifying and similar 
object identification is very efficient with this system. This thesis is mainly based on the image 
retrieval methodology of the “Mobile Visual Paper” [1], but there are some added methodologies 
that have increased its efficiency, in the case of image understanding and suspicious object 
detection. Applying the Indian Buffet process before k means clustering has added an extra 
dimension to the methodology as the Indian buffet process generates different k for different 
datasets this results in result which is optimal. There has been other approaches proposed to find 
the number of K in K-means clustering and there are also different proposed methods on how 
Indian Buffet Algorithm can be used to determine the number of clusters. Our thesis gives a 
different approach for applying the Indian Buffet Process to determine K for K-means clustering. 
Moreover using confusion matrix helps in determining the correctness and system efficiency of 
the methodology. Labeling and criteria input and matching are an important part of this thesis, it 
helps in identifying any object in any image and hence identifying suspicious objects based on 
criteria. However there are some open problems remaining that can become a very good source 
of future research. We would like to implement this system for live video processing. Connecting 
to a remote server will result in much faster computation; hence hardware support on 
computational systems should also be helpful. Overall, we may expect that this system described 
in our thesis, will be able to detect any kind of suspicious human being, object, and activities 
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automatically and without any human assistance in real time. We envision that this system will 
open a new door in the field of security defense and surveillance.   
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